LOT: 1 2015 Bay Stud Colt

*SIRE: No More Tequila

NO MORE TEQUILA
TEQUILA PAR BAR
BOSTON BRANDI PINE
DAM: PARS DRIFTIN EBONY
HARLANDS BLACK VELVET
DRIFTERS BLK VELVET
DRIFTWOOD ETC

ZIPPO PAR BAR
PAR DUN MIA
BOSTON FOUND
MISTY LEO
BILLY HARLAND
BUDS MOON
DRIFT CHIP
ROANEE RISK

2015 Photo at 2-3 weeks! This just could just possibly be the exact duplicate of his Grand Sire “Zips Par Bar” aka BOOTS. He is the PERFECT combination of Zips Par Bar, No More Tequila and Billy Harland..... Our 3 long time “Proven” ranch stallions. Call for more info as he matures. $3,500

LOT: 2 2015 Bay Roan Filly

*SIRE: No More Tequila

GRAY ED
ZIP IT UP
WHITE FOX BY ZIP
PRETTY RED WINE

EDDIE RED ROSE
MISS ED BEGO
ZIPPO PAT BARS
NINO MISS 70 NEGRO
BUDS JONIE
DELL BUSTER
POCO
BOLDIE MC CUE

2015 Super Sweet gray/bay/roan?... Great legs, lots of bone and lots of size. Photo at 4 and then 8 weeks so you can see she's gonna be big and stout with a nice little foundation Quarter Horse head. Her dam is an own daughter of ZIP IT UP AQHA pt. earner Superior Halter and ROM arena events. She's got Zippo PAT Bars and Par Three Poco Dell and that old Foundation Try!.... This line includes the famous “BLACK BUD” WORLD FAMOUS DISPOSITION They practically come broke $3,500

LOT: 3 Chestnut Filly

*SIRE: No More Tequila

MIDNIGHT
SNIPPITY

HOBBY HORSE
COLLEGE LIL
KING POCO NICK
SNIPPITY ANNE

COLONALS COUGAR
COLONEL FLIP
ALL SARAHS

JESSICA
CRESENT BEAUTY

2015 Chestnut filly... A BEAUTIFUL filly built for work... very athletic... yet quiet enough for a pleasure ride. !!! This cross has loads of cow sense, bone and muscle.... with a pedigree to die for... Colonel Freckles, Sugar Bars, Leo Poco, and King and No More Tequila's Par Three style... Very friendly and has a gentle manner about her... She will mature 14-3 1200 lbs... Beautiful head and neck.... and the Fanny of a cook!!! $2,500
**LOT: 4**

2015 Bay filly DOB 6-24-15  Late baby wait for update on Photo...  Photo at right ... Bay filly out of said mare at 2 years old. Within 1 hour this 2015 filly was up and running... when she noticed me taking pictures she came up and brushed against my side and nuzzled my hand.... Super sweet disposition on this combination. **These babies are practically born broke!**  Will mature 15 HH 1200lbs.  $4,500

**LOT: 5**

2015 RED DUN Stud Colt by No More Tequila Left photo @ 3 hours... second photo (Right) Full sister at 6 weeks. These babies are super to handle... EZ to train. NOTE: Sugar Bars in the pedigree... Jet Deck and then that old foundation blood by No More Tequila... Zippo Pat Bars ~ Parr Three and Poco Dell/King... lots of body and bone will mature 15 hands 1250 lbs.  $4,500

**LOT: 6**

2015 BAY FILLY:  Better take a good look... Super nice dark bay filly with breeding up the kazoo.... this pedigree spells "ATHLETE".... **KING FRITZ/ LEO/ SUGAR BARS/** She'll mature approx. 14-3, with plenty of muscle and bone.... this is a also a very sweet filly, her mother was my riding horse and before that, she flagged at many a Rodeo... So you gotta know, with her mind, **this pedigree and her good looks**... you won't find a more **EYE CATCHING** ride!  $3,000  photo on right: "Lookin' at the workin' end of a Pidcock/Coates Quarter Horse"
2015 DK Chestnut Filly @ 10 weeks ... Halter and Performance. This beautiful little filly has a GREAT BIG HIP AND A BEAUTIFUL HEAD ... Cowy and Quick*** Will mature 14-3 1200 lbs. Super Sweet. Very willing and ready to learn. Do your homework... she’s bred to do “ALL” of it!!!!!! $3,000. I really like this cross $$$$ Hollywood Dun It and Parr Three. Full sister to LOT # 25 “Metalic Hollywood” Also See Photos of siblings at branding pen.

LOT: 9

*Sire: NO MORE TEQUILA
LUCKY T DEVIL
BI LUCKA BUCK
SUZZ DOLLY BIANKUS
FRANKIE BI ZIP
ZIP IT UP
WHITE FOX BY ZIP
PRETTY RED WINE

2015 Red Roan/Gray, Filly Zippo Pat Bars and Par Three.... and on the bottom side .... that Good Ole Foundation blood. This filly will mature at 15 HH and weight at least 1,200 lbs. FOUNDATION BREEDING

$2,200  * Full sister photo at right.
2015 Bay Stud Colt  Brandi, one our longest/best producing mares had this beautiful bay stud colt this spring... @ 4 weeks. He’s got that old foundation body *** lots of bone and muscle... on top of that! .. YOU can brag about your pedigree? Boasting of Leo, Poco Dell... Boston Mac and Parr Three? Most horses nowadays look nothing like their Grand Sires... losing sight of what they were originally bred for.... Pidcock/Coates horses walk the walk AND..... talk the talk. You can be proud of wearing the Horse Shoe Lazy 3 brand. $4,000

2015 Sorrel Filly  this sweet little thing got kind of a slow start.... Momma got stress founder and spent most of two weeks feeding that baby in a flat out, laying down position. This doesn’t happen often but when it does you do everything in your power to save a life, in this case, it was two lives. She’s beautiful and has lots of appreciation for human kindness. Amazing enough the mare came out of it with little or no weight loss and no lameness. “Little Filly” is doing great and has only suffered the early friendship with the other babies. $1800

"BRAGGIN RIGHTS"!!!
LOT # 12

*SIRE: BILLY HARLAND
CONDONS ZIPPO
ZIPS PAR BAR
SWEET HONEYMOON
BRONZE BE DAZZLED
THE GREAT KID
THIS KIDS A DOLL
BANDITS IRISH CREAM
ZIP IT UP
CONDONS HONEY
BLACK BUD
DELL BOLDIE
BRENNAS KID
GREAT GEE GEE
SMOKEY BANDIT
POCO PAWN

2015 Dunalino Stud Colt

The story goes like this... We think of ourselves as a "Stallion Replacement" Breeding Ranch... that means anything we produce being of the male gender should qualify to reproduce in like manner. This being said, not in a bragging fashion but in all honesty..... "The quality of our Fillies and Colts are expected to hold to a higher mark than most breeders expectations". POINT: $6,500 is an assured investment in your Quarter Horse future. (color will darken with age)

LOT # 13

*SIRE: BILLY HARLAND
CONDONS ZIPPO
ZIPS PAR BAR
NO MORE TEQUILA
PAR DUN MIA
FANCY LIL PAR
PRAIRIE U JET
FANCY MUSIC JET
SENSATIONAL SARAH
SMOKE HONEYMOON
WYAMY TIO DOC
PARTY CHIC
JET MACK
NEVA BAR
SMOKEY MUSIC B
NROCHA BLUE
FILA
BLACK RISK

2015 GRULLA STUD COLT

CONFORMATION *** DELUX

His dam is the sweetest horse on earth.... and his sire is Billy Harland. This is one of those nicks I told you about.... Billy Harland is made of Steel and Miss Lilly is Cotton Candy if I were looking for a replacement saddle horse this would be him.... Big n Stout, Agile, and POWERFUL ... he’d make one heck of a stallion or the best lookin’ gelding in town. $5,900 and remember we hold contracts....... 1/3 down and the rest when he’s weaned or shortly thereafter. More photos and?? Just call me 509-788-0972 He’s sheddin’ his baby hair and his whole face and legs are coming in BLACK.

*Only the Dam’s Pedigrees is Listed here in the catalogue. Sire’s Pedigree is Listed @ "Stallions" On Web Site quarterhorsesbypidcockcoates.com
Here are a few of our horses n friends at work and/or at play! Thank you all for sending pictures ... I have more room, so keep it up!! We are gonna call that section of the catalogue “BRAGGIN’ RIGHTS”